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Separation of Photoabsorption and Compton Scattering Contributions
to He Single and Double Ionization
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We have experimentally separated the contributions of photoabsorption and Compton scattering to
He single and double ionization for high-energy photon impact by measuring the full momentum
vector of the recoiling He11, 21 ions. For recoil ions following photoabsorption large momenta and a
distinct dipole emission pattern are observed. The ions produced by Compton scattering show small
momenta. For the ratio of double to single ionization we finds1.22 6 0.06d% at 8.811.5

21.65 keV for
Compton scattering ands1.72 6 0.12d% at 7.012.1

21.6 keV for photoabsorption. We compare our data with
recent theories.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Fb, 31.15.–p, 32.80.Dz
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Compton scattering and photoabsorption are the tw
fundamental ionizing interactions of a photon with a
atom. For the Compton process the momentum a
energy transfer of the photon correspond to the fin
energy and momentum of the emitted electron, where
for photoabsorption a second particle in the final state
the recoiling target ion—is needed to compensate f
the momentum of the free electron. Both interaction
are described by single particle operators. Thus dou
ionization of a He atom is always mediated by electro
electron correlation. Determining the ratio of double t
single ionizationsR  s21ys11d by Compton scattering
sRCd and by photoabsorptionsRphd, because of the intrinsic
differences between the two processes, is one of the m
challenging tests of our understanding of these electro
electron correlation effects [1].

In this Letter we demonstrate an experimental approa
to distinguish both mechanisms by measuring the rec
momentum of the ions simultaneously with their charg
state at a photon energy of about 8 keV. Since io
from Compton events and photoionization are distinct
momentum space, this method provides for the first tim
a separate determination of the ratiosRC andRph.

Most experimental studies on He double photoionizatio
concentrated on low and intermediate energies [2]. On
in the last few years have experiments in the keV regim
become feasible [3–5] due to novel synchrotron radiati
sources. These experiments were aiming to estab
the asymptotic high-energy value forRph. However, as
brought to attention by Samson, Green, and Bartlett [6],
those experiments did not allow one to distinguish betwe
Compton scattering and photoabsorption. At about 6 ke
the single ionization cross sections for both processes
equal [6–10]. The photoionization cross section sca
with E27y2 [11,12] in this high-energy regime, whereas th
Compton cross section is slightly increasing with energ
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[7–9]. Therefore, instead of solving the old problem t
settle an experimental value for the high-energy limit o
Rph, new questions were added: Is there any differen
betweenRC andRph, and what are their values?

From the theoretical side agreement has been achie
[1] in predicting the asymptotic value forRph to be 1.67%
[7,12–14], although the predictions fluctuated betwe
0.32% [15] and 2.33% [16] over many years and an e
perimental proof is still missing. For Compton scatterin
neither the high-energy limit ofRC nor the energy depen-
dence ofRC before reaching the asymptotic value is clea
Surić et al. [10] calculated 0.8% approached from below
Andersson and Burgdörfer [1] come to the same asym
totic value but approached from above, and Amusia a
Mikhailov [17] predict 1.7%. Thus at 8 keV, where the
present experiments were performed, the predictions d
fer by more than a factor of 2 between 0.6% [10], 1.3
[1], and 1.65% from Hino, Bergstrom, and Macek [9].

In order to determineRph andRC separately, not only
the charge state but also the momentum of the recoil io
was measured in the present experiment using COLTRIM
(cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy) [18–20
A supersonic He gas jet provides a dense, localized, a
internally cold He target. The He gas expands throu
a 30mm nozzle from a gas reservoir at a pressure
30 bar into the first chamber. Through a skimmer
0.6 mm diam the gas jet enters into the scattering chamb
This setup yields a target of 3 mm diam and a dens
of 2 3 1012ycm2. The gas jet atoms have a well-define
offset momentum of 6 a.u. in they direction resulting from
the supersonic expansion. The recoil ions created at
intersection volume with the photon beam are accelera
by a well-defined homogeneous electric field of 96 Vycm
(see Fig. 1). After a 3 cm acceleration length the ions pa
a 6 cm field free drift tube and are then postaccelerated
2000 Vycharge onto a two-dimensional position-sensitiv
© 1995 The American Physical Society 4615
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FIG. 1. Recoil-ion momentum spectrometer with superson
He gas jet. The recoil ions have been measured in coincide
with the beam pulse, the channel-plate detector (PSCD) is tw
dimensional position sensitive with wedge and strip reado
The electric field vector of the linear polarized light is paralle
to the extraction field.

chevron-channel-plate detector of 40 mm active diam w
wedge and strip readout. The electrical extraction fie
is sufficiently strong to project all created ions onto th
detector. The ions are detected in coincidence with t
timing signal of the beam pulse provided from the stora
ring. From the time of flight (TOF) we obtain the recoi
ion charge state and the momentum component para
to the field direction. The two momentum componen
perpendicular to the extraction field are calculated fro
the position on the channel-plate detector (see Fig. 1) a
the TOF.

The experiment has been performed at the undula
beamline BW1 of HASYLAB at DESY in Hamburg.
Two experiments have been carried out at the same ti
at this beamline. The main experiment used a small ba
pass of x rays reflected out of the direct beam by
Be single crystal monochromator of 0.25 mm thickne
operated in Laue transmission geometry. Our experim
was performed with all photons passing in a forwar
4616
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FIG. 2. Full line: photon energy distribution as used for th
experiment. Dashed line: photon energy distribution folde
with the E27y2 dependence of the He11 photoionization cross
section [11,12]; dotted line: photon energy distribution folde
with calculated Compton scattering cross sections [7–9].

direction through the Be crystal. Thus the radiatio
used in this experiment was not monoenergetic. Th
photon spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. It was measure
after the experiment with a Si (111) single crystal in
Q-2Q geometry. The spectrum is dominated by the thir
harmonic of the undulator, which was set to 9.2 keV.
is cut below 5 keV by the absorption of the beamlin
windows (carbon, beryllium, and aluminum) and the B
crystal, and on the high-energy side at about 11 ke
by two Au coated mirrors. These mirrors were used t
focus the light in the vertical and horizontal directions
A beamspot of less than1 3 2 mm was achieved by two
sets of adjustable slits about 1 and 1.5 m upstream of t
collision region. The experiment was performed at a flu
of about 1 3 1014 photonsysec over the whole spectrum
yielding about 80 He11 ionsysec.

The measured momentum distributions of the He11 and
He21 ions are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). Figure 3(a) i
plotted in thepx-py plane, wherex is the direction of
the electric field vector of the linear polarized light and
y is that of the He gas jet. For the geometry, see Fig.
The data of Figs. 3(a)–3(c) are summed over momen
in the z direction,230 a.u. , pz , 30 a.u. Because of
the rotational symmetry of the system, the distributio
must be symmetrical with respect to thepx axis. Residual
He gas atoms can be seen in Fig. 3(a) atpy  26 a.u.
From energy and momentum conservation we obtain f
photoabsorption and Compton scattering
the
$pg 1 $pHe  $pHe11 1 $pe sphoto, He11d ,
$pg 1 $pHe  $pHe21 1 $pe1 1 $pe2 sphoto, He21d ,
$pg 1 $pHe  $pg0 1 $pHe11 1 $pe sCompton, He11d ,
$pg 1 $pHe  $pg0 1 $pHe21 1 $pe1 1 $pe2 sCompton, He21d .

The left hand side gives the momentum in the initial state. The incoming photon momentum$pg is 2.4 a.u. at 9 keV
and $pHe, the momentum of the He atom as a whole, is approximately zeros,0.2 a.u., resulting from the internal He gas
jet temperature).$pg0 , $pei , and $pHe11, 21 are the final-state momenta of the scattered photon, the emitted electrons, and
recoil ion.
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FIG. 3. (a) Measured momentum distribution of He11 ions
in the x-y plane, integrated over the momentum in thez
direction between230 and30 a.u. (b) Projection of (a) on the
x direction. (c) Same as (b) for the He21 charge state. The
statistical fluctuations result from background subtraction.

The He11 and He21 momentum distributions [Figs.
3(a)–3(c)] show a dominant contribution close to ze
momentum resulting from Compton scattering. For th
Compton process the nucleus is a spectator to first ord
The momentum changes $pg0 2 $pgd of the photon is
transferred to the ejected electron(s) leaving the nucle
behind with its initial momentum. The nucleus com
pensates the initial momentum distribution of the targ
electrons (Compton profile). Since the He atoms are in
well-defined initial state of zero momentum, one expec
for Compton scattering small recoil ion momenta on th
order of 1 a.u., as can be seen from our experiment. T
is similar to what we have found recently for electro
impact [19] and proton impact [21]. Samsonet al. have
recently used this fact to measure the cross section
He11 production by Compton scattering [5]. In contras
for single ionization by photoabsorption the recoil io
has a fixed momentum for each photon energy, since
ion must compensate the sum of initial photon and fin
electron momentum. For 9 keV photon impact the reco
ions are distributed on a sphere in momentum space
25.7 a.u. radius. With respect to the laboratory fram
this sphere has to be shifted by$pg  2.4 a.u. in the beam
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direction due to the initial photon momentum. On this
sphere the recoil ions have a density distribution mainly
given by a dipole emission pattern due to the linear po
larization of the synchrotron radiation. From theoretical
investigations [16,22] only minor contributions of less
than 2% from higher order transitions than the dipole
portion are expected for this experiment. The dominan
dipole pattern can be seen nicely in Fig. 3(a). The width
of the momentum distribution is mainly due to the energy
spread of the incoming photons. The dashed line in Fig.
represents the photon energy distribution folded with the
E27y2 dependence of the photoabsorption cross sectio
[11,12]. After integrating over the full momentum sphere
twice as many He11 ions from Compton scattering as
from photoabsorption are observed in the experimen
This is in good agreement with the result calculated
on the basis of the photon energy distribution and the
calculated absolute cross sections for photoabsorptio
ss11

ph d and Compton scatteringss11
C d [7–9].

The He21 momentum distribution is found to be very
similar to the one for single ionization. This is in agree-
ment with previous findings that at this high energy the
dominant He21 production process for photoabsorption is
the emission of one very fast and one slow electron [16].

By integrating over the respective volumes in momen-
tum space we obtainRC andRph separately. The results
are s1.22 6 0.06d% at 8.811.5

21.65 keV for Compton scatter-
ing ands1.72 6 0.12d% at7.012.1

21.6 keV for photoabsorption
(see Fig. 4). The respective energy is the mean value o
the folded photon spectrum (see Fig. 2). The horizonta
error bars indicate the spectral region from which 67% o
all He11 ions originate. Because of the high photon flux,
the statistical error forRC is negligible (0.01%). By our
technique we are also able to definitely rule out the thre
major systematic errors of all former high-energy studies
which are small contributions from low-energy stray light,
ionization by secondary electrons, and charge exchang
of the ions with the target gas [3,4]. Lower energetic
light would cause photoabsorption and would yield smalle
recoil ion momenta. Secondary electrons would not be
restricted to the path of the photon beam and therefor
result in He ion creation along the gas jet and not only at th
intersection point with the photon beam, which can be sep
arated from the detector position. The well-localized gas
jet and the good background pressure of2 3 1027 mbar
prevent secondary collisions of the ions resulting in charg
exchange. Thus the only remaining systematic error coul
be a charge state dependence of the detection efficiency
the channel plate. This was checked in two ways. Firs
the amplification of the channel plate was reduced by a
factor of 2 (the pulse height of the channel-plate signa
is recorded for each event) by reducing the overall volt-
age by 100 V. Second, measurements were performe
with two different postacceleration voltages of 2000 and
1000 V. Both tests yielded the sameRC within 5%. The
4617
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FIG. 4. Ratios of double to single ionization. Full circle
experimental ratio for Compton scatteringsRCd; open circle:
experimental ratio for photoabsorptionsRphd. The data have
been measured with light of an energy distribution as giv
in Fig. 2. The horizontal error bars indicate the energy regi
from which 67% of all He11 ions result (based on cross section
from [7–9,11]. Full line:Rph from Andersson and Burgdörfer
[7]; broken line: Rph from Hino et al. [9]; dashed line:RC

from Andersson and Burgdörfer [1]; dotted line:RC from Surić
et al. [10]; dash-dotted line:RC from Hino et al. [9].

given error ofRCyph is the sum of our estimate of the sys
tematical error based on these cross checks and the st
tical error. The one ofRph is somewhat larger and mainly
due to the background subtraction for the He21 charge
state. Ionization of the residual gas was the main co
tribution for the total recoil ion production; only about 4%
of all events result from helium photoabsorption. The
counts are distributed over a large volume in momentu
space making background subtraction much more diffic
than for the Compton effect.

For photoabsorption our experiment is in excelle
agreement with the prediction of 1.67% by differen
authors [7,12–14]. For Compton scattering our me
sured ratio is close to the prediction of Andersson a
Burgdörfer, and we can definitely rule out the value
of RC  0.6% as predicted by Suric´ et al. [10] and of
RC  1.65% as predicted by Hino, Bergstrom, and Mace
[9]. According to theoretical estimates [7] we hav
already reached the high-energy asymptotic value forRph.
This result is supported by the valueR  s1.6 6 0.3d%
found by Levinet al. at 2.8 keV which agrees with our
ratio. This value represents only photoabsorption, beca
at this energy the Compton cross section is on the or
of 1% of the one for photoabsorption [7]. For Compto
scattering the emitted electron energy is still significan
below 500 eV, and we expect to not yet have reached
asymptotic regime. Therefore it cannot yet be determin
if RC andRph have the same value in the high-energy lim
as predicted by Amusia and Mikhailov [17]. For a furthe
investigation we plan an experiment at about 50 keV
reach the asymptotic regime for Compton scattering.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrat
that photoabsorption and Compton scattering yield sign
4618
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cantly distinct recoil ion momentum distributions. We
have exploited this difference in momentum space
experimentally separate the processes for single a
double ionization of He at a photon energy of abou
8 keV. We find a significant difference in the ratio
of double to single ionization by photoabsorption an
Compton scattering.
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